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Dusk

The 2nd of two AI's designed by Galactic Horizon in order to assist them with various other projects and
enhance their future design capabilities.

About Dusk

The second AI designed by Galactic Horizon as the “younger brother” to their first AI Dawn and as a
digital compliment to the AI set. The Dusk system takes commands and ideas and controls groups of
autonomous or remote units in various situations both civilian and military. The AI requires regular
maintenance to ensure it remains compatible with whatever it interacts with and is able to interpret and
decode orders and recommendations from either its “older sister” or alternate source.

Statistical information

Statistical information regarding the Dusk AI including who designed it, its year of creation and current
version.

Organisation: Galactic Horizon Designer: Galactic Horizon Manufacturer: Galactic Horizon
Classification: Unit control YE Created: YE 40 Current Version: Dusk v0.3.4

Function

While the previous system was designed with the intent to act as an advisor and tactical analysis Dusk
was created to act in assistance to the original. By taking the information and recommendations
developed by Dawn and other sources and acting on them via wireless command of its assigned units,
Dusk is able to efficiently and quickly mobilize large groups of autonomous units as well as dispatch
orders to manned vehicles and infantry with processing times as little as a millisecond.

Key features

Dusk being designed to compliment Dawn acts as the part II to the AI duo, its key feature is the ability to
control an indiscriminate number of automated units at any one time. The ability to make decisions is
purely based on the supplied information from its assigned source, the strategies and tactics used are
constantly updated by the success and failure of each decision made to become more efficient.
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History

Designed and coded in YE 40 several months after its predecessor Dawn as the actioning force of the
two. Its design and approval were overseen by Riccard Black being careful to ensure it was made to a
high standard with as little bugs and flaws in its operation as possible.

Dusk v0.1.2 was completed and uploaded into the Galactic Horizon local network for testing within their
own devices, this initial test phase went according to plan with various command interpretation and
execution issues found and solved. Dusk v0.3.4 was the result of this resolution and is the current OS
version used in the HQ.

OOC Notes

club24 created this article on 2018/04/10 18:38.
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